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Bob Carter to retire this year

Twelfth Night

by Leah Genth ’18
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Sir Toby Belch (C. Moore ’17) duels with Antonio (P. Coulson ’16) in this year’s spring production, Twelfth Night. See
article, p. 9.

After 34 years at Park, this June
will mark Bob Carter’s last. Having
made a transition this year to parttime, Carter felt that the time was
right. “I’ve been thinking for the last
few years about how much longer I’d
stay,” Carter said. “This year I thought
I could help make the transition [to
a new principal] go smoothly.” Once
that transition had occurred cleanly,
Carter felt ready to leave.
During his time here, Carter has
held many different roles both administratively and in the science department. He has taught physics and
chemistry, chaired the science department, been a class adviser, and, of
course, been the scheduler. It is his
most recent role as scheduler that Upper School principal Nancy Dickson,
Head of School Dan Paradis, and
Dean of Students Traci Wright must
now redistribute and replace.
As the scheduler, Carter has

Matt Hannibal joins college counseling team
Former colleague of US Principal plans move from progressive Bay School
by Bennett Demsky ’18
Next fall, Matt Hannibal will
become the Co-Director of College
Counseling, alongside Liz Hirsch.
Hannibal will replace Tina Forbush,
who is moving to Singapore this summer.
Hannibal comes from the Bay
School of San Francisco, a progressive school. Hannibal explained that
he was drawn to Park’s emphasis on
progressive education.
“Park’s progressive approach

Matt Hannibal
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and student centered focus resonate
with my educational philosophy and
the experiences I have had teaching
and working,” Hannibal said. “But I
was convinced that Park was a place I
wanted to work after reading through
the program of studies. The courses
offered at Park seem to genuinely tap
into students’ curiosity and creativity,
and I’m excited to work with the students who take these classes and the
colleagues who create them.”
While Park has been on Hannibal’s radar for several years, he was
made aware of the vacancy in the
college counseling office by the current Upper School principal, Nancy
Dickson.
Dickson has known Hannibal for
18 years. They worked together at the
Bay School.
“Given Matt’s obvious experience, I reached out to him,” Dickson said. “Matt is someone who any
school would be lucky to have.”
Dickson believes that students
will develop close relationships with
Hannibal. “Matt is very easy-going
and very approachable, and will be
a real resource to students. He takes
the work he does very seriously, but
he also has a great sense of humor,”
Dickson said.
While at The Bay School, Hanni-

bal was a class dean, a Director of
Admissions, a coach, and an adviser.
He founded the Boys’ Group at Bay,
a discussion group about masculinity,
gender, and adolescence.
“I anticipate that Matt will play a
large role in the community at Park
in the same way he did at Bay,” Dickson said.
Hannibal is looking forward to
advising students during their college searches.
“I love working in college counseling because the work is all about
helping students realize who they
have become in high school, while
beginning to identify who they want
to be,” Hannibal said. “For many
students, that process is what gives
them the confidence to step into
adulthood.”
“I’m thrilled to be able to work
with Liz Hirsch. I am excited to partner with her and learn from her, and
I’m excited to get to know the students and faculty at Park,” Hannibal
said.
Hannibal is currently working
with both Hirsch and Tina Forbush to
make sure that the college counseling
office undergoes an easy transition.
“Matt will bring new ideas and
perspectives. He’s a natural fit,”
Hirsch said.
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Scheduler Bob Carter will retire at the end of this school year.

changed both the role of the scheduler and the schedule itself. “When
we did the schedule change and went
from having six classes each day to
having the block schedule—he shepherded all of that in,” Wright said.
He has also changed the foof
registration and has taken on a lot

of responsibility working with the
school’s Veracross system. “Bob is
very good at seeing all of the moving pieces and keeping everything
in mind as he’s trying to build the
best schedule possible. He has both

Carter, see p. 3

Rollins to return as
diversity director
by Aerin Abrams ’16
After an extensive search, Courtney Rollins will replace Interim Diversity Program Coordinator Shannen Siciliano beginning next school
year. He received his BA in communication with an emphasis in performance from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and his MA in
Higher Education-Student Personnel
at the University of Mississippi.
This will not be Rollins’s first experience at Park. He participated in
the Lower School intern program,
eventually becoming a second
grade teacher starting in 2005 and
finishing up in 2011. From there,
he moved on to KIPP: Charlotte for
one year, where he taught United
States history to fifth graders and
world history to sixth graders.
With several positions in higher
education in between, Rollins finds
himself back at Park, now in an administrative position. As someone
who has a passion for education, he
believes that Park fosters educational
beliefs that parallel to his own.
“I’ve always been drawn and have

held a deep commitment to the transformative and liberating aspects of
education and strongly believe these
same aspects are promoted in the Park

Rollins, see p. 3
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As a second grade teacher in
2011, Courtney Rollins participated in a Black Male Forum
basketball tournament.
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Notes from the real world

The three of us are tackling very different
senior projects: at a real estate company, an
auto mechanic shop, and an entertainment studio. As we’ve ventured separately outside of
Park for the first time, we’re picking up many
of the same lessons about how to survive in
the “real world.” No longer are our efforts rewarded by concrete benchmarks like grades.
Sometimes we have results we can take pride in
and check off a to-do list: a blog entry written,
an oil change done, a design project completed.
But often, we have to guess for ourselves how
much we’re learning, and whether or not our
supervisors hate us.
Aerin: Before my first day at a real estate
development company, I never really had a full
grasp on what my project was going to look
like. I showed up my first day trying to enter the
wrong door, forcing me to call my supervisor to
come get me. After that incident, my sundress
and sandals quickly proved to be a poor choice,
as the first thing he did was hand a hard hat to
me for daily visits to the build site.
But things quickly improved my second day.
I realized how comfortable and relaxed the environment was, and everyone seemed excited to
have me around. I’m valued and respected, and
am told countless times to chime in with a question or my opinion during any meeting. While
it’s clear to everyone that I’ve never worked in
an office setting, they’re eager to help me make
the most of this opportunity to prepare me for
life in the real world.
Leah: As an auto mechanic, I’ve learned
to be comfortable being completely ignorant
all the time. I chose a project in which I had
no prior experience, and the first week I felt
like an idiot when I didn’t know even the most
basic terminology about cars (what is power
steering?). But by asking a question whenever
I was unfamiliar with something—which happened about every 30 seconds—I learned and
now don’t feel quite as incompetent as I did at
the beginning. And every time I make a mistake, whether it’s spilling oil all over an engine

or nearly putting brake pads on backwards, I
learned to take the ribbing from my bosses
with a smile and tried to remember never to
do something that dumb again.
Now that I’ve taken several showers in
engine oil, I can usually avoid the downpour
when popping off the drain plug: success!
While I often ask to do repairs or tasks and am
told that I’m not prepared, that hasn’t stopped
me from continuing to ask.
Nikita: I have been working at Bully
Entertainment, an entertainment studio that
specializes in virtual reality experiences and
app development.
The job is anything but ordinary. The
office is littered with art, minifigures, and
smartphones. Several times, I have turned
my head only to see one of my coworkers
wearing a virtual reality headset and spinning
wildly in a chair. There is also a persistent
threat of attack. There are nearly a dozen nerf
guns stashed around the office. By the second
week, I could identify the menacing click of
plastic from across the room.
While I am having a blast working there, I
am also growing to understand true responsibility. Even though I came as an inexperienced
intern, I was quickly integrated into the development schedule. There is a workflow for
the creation of assets in apps that involves a
chain of people. I am the second link in the
chain—I am handed a concept, and am tasked
with modeling it in 3d. I have a deadline and
there are high standards of quality. If I am late,
or my work isn’t up to par, then the project
is stalled, the deadlines are missed, and the
client is unhappy. The project depends on me.
But more than that, the project depends
on all of us. While everyone has separate
responsibilities, the work is so deeply intertwined and interdependent that it feels like a
group push to get it done. In the short time
that I have been there, I have grown attached
to my coworkers and all of the projects we
are working on.
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Learn to think: Teach philosophy
by Nikita Shtarkman ’16
Park considers itself a progressive school. It
fosters an atmosphere that calls for the constant
questioning of everything from mathematical
proofs to required texts. Every subject easily
transforms into a class wide discussion in which
the teacher has to frantically scramble to catch
up with the rambling students. At its very core,
Park is a school that values intellectual curiosity. With this in mind, it is absolutely appalling
that the subject of philosophy is barely taught.
Philosophia (Love of wisdom) would be
perfectly at home in the Upper School curriculum. Those Ancient-Greek-like discourses
that pervade every class – from the meandering
discussions on the intricacies of language held
in Max Wiggins’ courses, to the abstract, symbolic arguments in Kirk Wulf’s room—would
thrive in a concentrated philosophy class.
Philosophy is exactly the kind of intellectual
engagement that Park asks of students—a thorough, broad questioning of that which is considered known. Math teacher Tony Asdourian,
who used to teach a class on Philosophy and led
the Philosophy club for five years supports the
inclusion, saying, “[The study of Philosophy]
is the undergirding of all liberal education.”
  A course on philosophy would unilaterally benefit the student body. Not only does
philosophy encourage wit, curiosity, and logical
reasoning—a study of the history often provides
novel perspectives on basic things such as life,
love, and politics. A reading of The Republic
by Plato, or The Communist Manifesto by Karl
Marx would invite new considerations that are
far removed from the same liberal viewpoint
that is consistently reinforced by the seemingly
impenetrable “Park Bubble.”
A thorough knowledge of the ideas of great
thinkers of the past would have a great impact
as it would allow students to consider contemporary issues with a wider library of ideologies.
Philosophy is also a stepping stone on the
path to a good life. The great philosophers of
the past wrote pieces that attempt to explain
the meaning of life, the ways to live truly and
honestly, and how to focus on the happiness
of life. High school is a time when young, inexperienced, self-centered students struggle
with minor issues. There are often assemblies
held that attempt to pinpoint why students are
“stressed,” “unhappy,” and “lonely.”
Does anyone really believe that a 15 minute talk accompanied by a 20 slide PowerPoint

filled with graphs and pie charts can affect the
perspective of a fraught student? Instead, I propose that students learn from Albert Camus,
Jean-Paul Sartre, and Friedrich Nietzsche, who
consider and write about true joys and pains of
existence.
Famed Stoic Epictetus said that: “The essence of philosophy is that a man should so live
that his happiness shall depend as little as possible on external things.” Asdourian echoes this
ancient sentiment, saying: “To me, philosophy
is about the purpose of living, what makes life
meaningful, basically finding out what life is.”

cartoon by Nikita Shtarkman ’16

Fortunately, my grievances are being addressed. Next year, history teacher Daniel Jacoby will start a new elective called “Ethics,”
focusing on a main branch of philosophy. Jacoby explains that, “In all our lives—and maybe
especially in the lives of teenagers—it is often
not obvious what the right thing to do is, or
which values seem more or less important.”
Ethics as a class would tackle issues of
right and wrong, morality, and justice. Park
has long attempted to cultivate morality and
purity of thought in its students through life
skills classes, health and wellness seminars, and
discussions about specific high school issues.
Classes such as “Ethics,” would tackle those
issues in a broader, deeper, more meaningful,
and I expect, more interesting way.
“If the class works well, it will help students
understand their reasons for doing things, but
will also have them question their own points of
view, and take other people’s ideas seriously.”
Jacoby said.
If that isn’t “Learning to Think,” then I don’t
know what is.
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Upper School students went to the polls April 25 and elected a new student
council: F. Su ’18 (Vice President), B. Osias ’17 (President), M. Gheis ’18 (Secretary), and M.Kwass Mason ’17 (Treasurer).
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History dept. turns over

Owens leaves for Chicago
by Cici Osias ’19

Upper School history teacher
Naadia Owens announced to the history department in February that she
was leaving after two years of teaching at Park.
Owens will move to Chicago,
where she will live with her husband
and teach at a high school called the
University of Chicago Laboratory
Schools.
“In many ways Chicago feels like
home,” Owens said. It is home to
many of her close friends, and she has
spent a large portion of her life there.
Owens is looking forward to doing many things at her new school. “I
am excited about continuing to work
with teenagers, continuing to work
in progressive education,” Owens
said. “And I am also excited about
teaching a full-year African American
history course.”
Owens feels that the Lab Schools
will better fulfill her needs. “I’ve realized some of the things that I need
more of from a workplace, and in
Park’s current state, that’s just not
here for me,” said Owens.
“The students here at Park are really special and really wonderful, and
I think it has just solidified that high
school [teaching] is where I want to
be. I think I have also learned a lot
about trusting students,” Owens said.
“After two years of being here I feel
like I really understand what trusting
students means, and what that trusting relationship can look like between
a student and a teacher.”
“I’m going to miss the students!”

Owens said enthusiastically when
asked what she would miss the most
about Park. “I have plans to come
back to see as many graduations as I
can over the next couple of years for
all of the students that I’ve met, I’ve
taught, and I’ve become close with.”
Owens will be missed greatly by
students of the Upper School. “One
of my favorite things about her class
is how she has made it such an open
space so we are able to have thorough
discussions,” Lexi Mantilla ’19.
Mantilla will also miss Owens’
presence outside of the classroom.
“I’m going to miss her fun personality and having her around Park,” she
said. “She’s so upbeat and makes everyone happy, and having that kind of
person around when it’s been a stress-

Naadia Owens came to Baltimore in August, 2014.

ful week is nice.”
Owens is faculty adviser for two
clubs, Black Female Forum and
Model UN. Though faculty advisers
aren’t required get very involved in
their clubs, Owens certainly does her
part. “For the past two years Black
Female Forum has had to deal with
difficult and significant issues. As
club adviser, Naadia has supported
us in every way possible in order for
us to express ourselves as a club and
individuals,” said member of Black
Female Forum Tyler Johnson ’19.
Owens is a good friend to many,
especially within the Black student
body, being the only Black female
teacher in the Upper School. “As a
black female, having another black
female as a teacher has definitely
shaped my Upper School experience,” Johnson said. “Having someone who understands your experience in a place where the majority
of people don’t, definitely makes it
easier to be here.”
Two teachers have been hired
to join the history department next
year, both of them women. Owens
has changed the dynamic and brought
diversity to the history department,
which was largely older, white, and
male before her arrival.
“They’re big shoes to fill for
the people that are coming in, and
I hope they bring positive things,”
said History Department Chair John
Kessinger.
Owens made a mark on the Park
School community in her two years
here, and will be greatly missed by
both faculty and students. “Her influence will be lasting,” Kessinger said.

visiting… [and] didn’t want to leave,”
she said. She “had an existing passion
for a place like Park,” History Department Chair, John Kessinger said.
Proctor will teach four classes,
and has expressed interest in working with the school’s Model United
Nations team, starting a podcast project, or creating a branch of the Op-Ed
Project, a program that “encourages
young women to submit pieces to
national news outlets.”
Katherine Arner comes to Park
after spending nearly two years as a
post-doctoral fellow at Johns Hopkins University. In 2014, she earned
her PhD in History and The History
of Science, Medicine, and Technology at Hopkins.
As a post-doctoral fellow, Arner
worked on the history of, as she explained, “pandemics during the Age
of Revolutions,” and helped curate an
exhibit about Johns Hopkins during
World War I.
In addition, Kessinger commented on her unusual intellectual
background—no other teachers in the
history department share her knowledge in the history of science and
medicine.
Arner noted that transitioning

between college and high school
teaching can be difficult, but she is
looking forward to the change. Frustrated with the lack of connection
between students and professors at
the collegiate level, Arner hopes to
be in a setting where more authentic
and ongoing learning relationships
can develop.
Reflecting on her own high school
experience at Georgiana Bruce Kirby
Preparatory School, a progressive
school, Arner said she “really thrived
in that environment and knew I wanted to come back to that.”
When asked about what struck
her about Park, she responded with
“the casualness.” She was excited to
hear students referring to teachers
by their first names. “It added to the
sense that students were colleagues,”
Arner said.
In addition to teaching, Arner
hopes to help lead Pride Club and
aid in mentoring other members of
the LGBTQ+ community.
Both Proctor and Arner currently
reside in Baltimore and look forward
to becoming more acquainted with
Park throughout the spring and summer before they begin teaching in
the fall.
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Two history teachers hired for fall
by Rebecca Margolis ’17

This coming school year, Park
will welcome two new history teachers: Liz Proctor and Katherine Arner.
Proctor and Arner will replace Naadia
Owens, who is moving to Chicago,
and Iman Sheybani, who is going to
graduate school.
Both new faculty members are
experienced educators whose visits
to the school this spring impressed
teachers and students.
Proctor comes to Park after a year
of maternity leave. Before taking
time off, she worked for three years at
Roland Park Country School (RPCS)
in Baltimore and for six years at the
Spence School, a private, all-girls
school in New York City.
Although she has no previous
experience in a progressive school
setting, Proctor commented that “the
way I conduct my class discussions
falls very much in line with the tenets
of progressivism.”
Beyond an understanding of what
a progressive classroom looks like,
Proctor also founded RPCS’s chapter
of “Critical Friends,” a progressive
pedagogical group. Proctor was excited by Park’s atmosphere of questioning and debate. “I absolutely loved
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Bob Carter taught and counseled hundreds of US students
during his 34 year career at Park.

Bob Carter to retire
Carter, from p. 1
the technical skill set and the interpersonal skills to do it really well,”
Paradis said.
Replacing the position will be a
different process than most since it
is less than full-time and requires an
in-depth understanding of the block
schedule and Park’s program of studies. “Our hope is that someone within
Park can take over the scheduling aspect [of Carter’s job], because it’d
be really hard for an outside person
to learn the nuances in time for next
year,” Dickson said.
It will likely be that not all of
what Carter does gets given to only
one person. Some of the less intensive aspects of his job like recordkeeping and saving transcripts may
be redistributed while the bulk of the
scheduling falls to one person. “We
have to think about what Bob does [in
contrast to other administrative positions] and see if there’s any overlap
between the positions,” Wright said.
Dickson has reached out to the
Upper School faculty through email

asking anyone interested in taking on
the position to step forward. However, since the block schedule and
program of studies are both planned
far in advance and will be completed
by Carter in the following weeks, the
transition into next year should be
smooth. “The great news is that Bob
is with us until the end of the year so
he’s setting us up for next year already,” Paradis said. “With this model, we can effect a steady transition
into next year and the years ahead.”
Carter will be missed during the
transition into 2016-2017, and it will
not be solely for his skill at scheduling and diligence with tasks large
and small. “Bob is so committed to
the community here—he does a lot
of things that go unnoticed and that
people take for granted,” Spanish
teacher Nancy Fink said.
“Bob is the consummate professional,” Wright said. “I’ve really enjoyed getting to know him—he’s a
person who is very kind and is always
thinking about how to meet the needs
of others whether that’s teachers, parents, or faculty.”

Rollins returns as diversity director
Rollins, from p. 1
School philosophy,” Rollins said. “At
Park, I have found a place dedicated
to teaching students to think critically
and compassionately about the ways
they interact with the world.”
Rollins is not new to working in
education. He has been at schools for
the past 15 years, ranging from pre-K
to col lege level. In his new position,
he is prepared to adopt some of his
previous experiences into his newest
endeavor.
“My career in education has been
committed to exploring social group
identity development practices and
theories to promote healthy individual and community growth and
development,” he said.
Out of everything this new position has to offer, Rollins most looks
forward to working with members
of the Park community. He is also
prepared to dedicate himself to making the environment as welcoming
as possible.
“Courtney comes to this position with a great deal of heart, compassion and creative thinking. This

balance of being approachable and
understanding coupled with the
ability to understand and work within
institutional systems is what Park
needs right now,” Krista Dhruv, guidance counselor and search committee
member said. “Courtney’s strength as
a ‘people person’ is also evident in his
collaborative nature. He has the ability to build coalitions with students,
parents and colleagues.”
Students and teachers alike are
ready to welcome Rollins back. “Mr.
Rollins taught me in second grade,
and his genuine care for his students
and of what he was teaching made
him one of my favorite teachers,”
Noe Wolf ’18 said.
But Rollins is aware the transition
will not be seamless and anticipates
challenges to arrive along the way.
“The concepts of diversity, equity,
and inclusion can mean different
things to many people,” he said.
“Also, I recognize that this work is
a process without a definitive product or end result. Encouraging others and encouraging myself to stay
engaged in the necessary work will
be essential.”
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Dr. Carl Hart’s visit sparked heated discussion
by Aerin Abrams ’16

Any Park student is familiar with
the word ‘diversity.’ It’s discussed
almost on a daily basis, and is now
even plastered on the latest car magnets along with the words ‘equity’ and
‘inclusion.’ We embrace it as a core
principle of the school. It was inserted
into the educational philosophy about
a dozen years ago.
But when it comes to diversity of
opinion, we tend to have a less inclusive approach. There is nothing
wrong with students having animated
reactions to a controversial speaker;
in fact it’s strongly encouraged.
A speaker who incites animated
discussions should not receive entirely negative attention from the community, but rather be acknowledged
as a different perspective, as a matter
of diversity.
On March 9, Dr. Carl Hart, this
year’s Resident Scholar, addressed
the Upper School with an assembly
that sparked heated discussion among
students.
Dr. Hart, a neuropsychopharmacologist at Columbia University,
gave a talk explaining his research
on drugs. While Dr. Hart’s ideas
about drugs were controversial and
differed from Park’s approach to drug
education, he is a credible researcher
and presented evidence to support his
claims.
Hart also warned administrators
when he was invited that he does
not typically speak to high school
students, and had reservations about
speaking to younger students.
“We presumed that he was implying he’d speak at a level academically
above a high school level of under-

standing,” Upper School Principal
Nancy Dickson said. “We didn’t understand that he was referring to the
content.”
Even though it is nice that our
school has faith in its students’ comprehension capabilities, Dr. Hart
did provide a warning that his ideas
might not be received well.
After the assembly, Dickson and
Head of School Dan Paradis sent several letters home to parents.
In Paradis’s letter he apologized
to parents and declared that more
scrutiny would be given to future
potential residents.
It is not standard protocol to send
letters to parents after an assembly
speaker, and this only happened because parents contacted the school
with complaints and concerns.
“There was a group of parents
[who] were thankful for the prompt
that this provided to have discussions
with their children that enabled them
to reiterate their family’s perspective
on alcohol and other drugs, as well as
to talk about how it is that we digest
information that we receive—from
whatever source,” Parents’ Association President Betsy Berner said.
Parents may want to have peace of
mind, so perhaps this conflict could
have been avoided if freshmen, and
maybe even sophomores, had not attended the assembly.
“Dr. Hart made his stance on drug
use very clear: don’t do them,” Leanna Gitter ’16 said. “But rather than
taking that for granted (as he hoped
we would), many people blindly assumed that he was entirely pro drug
use because he didn’t necessarily
believe that the drugs themselves
were at the root of many problems.
I feel like his argument was com-
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Dr. Carl Hart, a professor of psychology and psychiatry at Columbia University, shares his
controversial research with Upper School students and faculty at an assembly earlier this year.
pletely missed because people are so
uncomfortable with hearing a new
perspective.”
During the assembly, I felt similarly to Gitter. I did not see much
reason for an uproar after his talk. I
found his research to be very interesting and compelling, and the information he presented was different from
much of what I had heard before. Of

course, I took everything that he said
with some skepticism. It’s difficult to
completely discredit the drug education I have received my entire life.
I think that many of the upperclassmen were able to respond to the
talk as I did (thus not alarming their
parents), but many of the younger
students were not able to think in
this way.

While I didn’t agree with some
of Dr. Hart’s points and felt that he
ignored the danger of addiction, I
thought the school’s negative reaction was unnecessary. If we’re going
to have controversial, and therefore
interesting, speakers then the school
should trust the students to be skeptical and thoughtful in analyzing what
those speakers have to say.

guage departments, and we need our
humanities departments to catch up.
In a history class or an English
class today, you might find half of
the class disengaged, not doing the
homework, and bringing down those
who are genuinely interested. In an
accelerated class, people would be
surrounded by others who are interested in the topic, and their learning
potential would be maximized.
For those who aren’t placed in the
accelerated classes, they, too, would
be surrounded by people with similar
interest levels, and the lack of intimidation would hopefully propel kids
who may usually be quiet to speak up.
Students who excel in math or sciences have optional levels of classes
to be in, like anatomy or topology.
Not only are these better learning
environments, but students enrolled
in them also get added credit on their
transcripts.
While we’re not a “college prep
school,” students should still be given
the chance to have the most impressive transcript possible. It feels like
humanities-minded students don’t
have equal opportunities that math
and science-minded students have.
Park used to offer accelerated His-

tory 11sections, but abandoned it a
few years ago. History teacher John
Kessinger said that the classes often
weren’t sufficiently distinct, and that
students were taking the accelerated
class for the wrong reasons, such as
block schedule conflicts, preferred
teachers, or trying to pad a college
transcript. As a result, Kessinger said
he taught generally the same thing in
accelerated but graded the accelerated
class a bit harder.
Kessinger and English teacher
Angela Balcita both cited the fact
that it would be hard to tell who belongs in an accelerated class and who
doesn’t. “I think especially with an
English class, people benefit from different perspectives. That’s why our
electives are filled by tenth, eleventh,
and twelfth graders,” Balcita said.
“With something like math it’s
pretty easy to tell who belongs in
an accelerated class. With history
or English it’s often much harder to
tell,” Kessinger said.

One solution, proposed by Leah
Smith ’16 would be to have the current model of joint humanities classes
for ninth and tenth graders, and then
a recommendation-based accelerated
class in eleventh grade and beyond.
This gives teachers two years to see
whether a student belongs in an accelerated or regular section, and gets
rid of the old issue of students signing
up for the wrong reasons.
Another solution, proposed by
Sam Friedman ’15 would be to offer accelerated electives in the history and English departments (akin
to anatomy in science). These would
also require permission, and would
appear as “accelerated” on a transcript.
This solution to the problem
would allow students to benefit from
diverse opinions and interest levels
for two years, but then to be divided
into more fitting groups which would
allow for all the benefits of accelerated classes.

Proposals for accelerated humanities options
by Eli Friedman ’16

At Park, we pride ourselves on
offering lots of interesting electives
that can be taken from sophomore
year until graduation. In many cases, this is true. And in many cases,
it’s these electives that distinguish
Park from other schools in the area.

However, the elective system could
be improved; we need to establish accelerated classes in the history and
English departments.
Having classes divided into “accelerated” and “regular” sections is
a simple way of putting students in
an environment full of people with
similar interest levels and abilities.
We do it in the math, science, and lan-

photo by T. Kahn ’17

‘In an accelerated class, people would be surrounded by others who are interested in the topic,
and their learning potential would be maximized.’
-Eli Friedman ’16
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Administration finally provides necessities—maybe?
by Mollie Eisner ’17
A few weeks ago, Student Council announced during assembly that it successfully
convinced the administration to provide free
tampons and pads in the women’s bathrooms.
The audience cheered as members of student
council threw tampons at students.
I applaud Student Council for making this
happen--except, it hasn’t happened yet. Free
sanitary products are nowhere to be found, and
the rusty tampon and pad dispensers in the most
widely used women’s restrooms remain empty.
What gives?
Upper School President Cole Simon ’16 explained that the issue is no longer in the hands
of Student Council. “Facilities is taking care of
it,” Simon said.
“Senate’s job was to get the administration
to promise to do something, but now it’s the
administration’s job to follow through,” Becca
Weinstock ’17, an eleventh grade representative
in Student Council, said.
Simon hopes that the tampons and pads will
appear in restrooms before the end of the year.
And there’s another caveat: “I don’t know if
they’re going to be free,” Simon said.
The push for tampons and pads in the women’s restrooms originated in history teacher
Naadia Owens’s class on feminism. In the class,
“we had been talking about how tampons and
pads are really necessary. Girls sometimes don’t
expect their periods, or they don’t have time
to go to the nurse, or they don’t have a quarter for the dispenser, or the dispenser doesn’t
work, which is the most prevalent problem,”
Meg Piper ’17, a student in the class and an
eleventh grade representative, said.
Piper and other students from the feminism
class proposed the idea during a Thursday Student Council meeting. In the meeting, Piper
argued that the tampons and pads the school
provides should be free: “the point of this is
making an environment that is more comfort-

able and more convenient for women,” Piper
said.
Hayley Miller ’16, a twelfth grade representative, views the products as basic necessities.
“We as a school provide tissues, paper towels,
and other types of hygiene products because
they’re such basic necessities, and I’m really
excited that tampons and pads are now being
viewed the same way,” Miller said.
The debate over the status of feminine
hygiene products transcends Park. In recent
months, various legislators have debated the
“tampon tax,” a sales tax women pay in some
states when they purchase feminine hygiene
products. Most states exempt personal necessities from sales tax, such as food and medicine
(including Viagra, according to NPR).
Cristina Garcia and Ling Ling Chang, politicians in the California State Assembly, are
advocates for the elimination of the tampon
tax. “Basically we are being taxed for being
women,” Garcia said.
Chang referred to the tampon tax as “regulatory discrimination.” In an interview with The
Washington Post, Chang said, “[the] government is taxing women for something that is
totally out of their control. Feminine hygiene is
not a choice and should not be taxed.”
In a recent episode of Broad City titled
“Jews on a Plane,” Abbi (played by Abbi Jacobson) got her period mid-flight—and had no
tampons. During a dramatic search for menstrual products, Ilana (played by Ilana Glazer)
remarked that homeless women must scavenge
like this every month.
This is the very injustice Garcia and Chang
are attempting to combat; “Having your period
when [you’re] poor means that once a month
you have the added stress of finding a way to
pay for these essentials,” Garcia said.
In response to Ilana’s comment, Abbi replied, “Tampons should be free. Every woman
should have access to tampons—all different
sizes.”
Ilana added, “and the only reason it’s not that
way is because the government hates women.”

cartoon by Josie Renkwitz ‘18

So, to bring it back to Park: why has it taken the administration so long to provide these
products? While free tampons would be nice,
it is not an issue of price. Debating price would
imply that we already have these products, but,
for years, the administration has failed refill the
tampon and pad dispensers. Instead, “you had
to go all the way to the nurse’s office to get a
pad or tampon, and that just wasn’t acceptable,”
eleventh grade representative and incoming

president Bunmi Osias ’17 said.
I want to say thank you to the students who
advocated for this issue. Park has a wonderful
culture of students bringing change, but this
particular issue should have been dealt with a
long time ago.
The tampon and pad dispensers are already
in the restrooms—now let’s put the actual
products in there, too, and create a space where
women feel that their most basic needs are met.

Reflecting on the best assembly in four years
by Peter Coulson ’16
My favorite assembly was the one where
somebody talked to us about a semi-controversial issue that we may or may not have cared
about. He definitely had a PowerPoint. In fact,
come to think of it, he had a YouTube video that
took a while to load because everybody was
Snapchatting while it was loading.
Oh, now I remember which one! It was the
one where the computer didn’t quite work, so
John Trout had to go down to the stage and
help him. And then, he got it into his head that
he didn’t need to use the microphone, until he
was halfway through his second sentence and
Jenny Sorel told him to use the microphone.
He was probably from a far and distant land
where nobody understands how microphones
work, because when he said a word that had the
“p” sound in it, his mouth was way too close to
the microphone and it made an awful booming
sound and roused a few freshmen from their
slumber.
I wish I could remember which one this was.
Maybe you can help me? You probably know
the one I’m talking about. Wait a minute. I was
sitting next to you, and I whispered something

irrelevant while the speaker was trying to make
a point. We might have been Snapchatting each
other.
It was the one where, after he finished talking, people asked him questions that he didn’t
know how to answer, and he remarked that he
was impressed that students should ask such
profound questions. And when we were done,
we talked about his speech in class. Some people agreed with him, and some people disagreed
with him, but the people who agreed with him
didn’t say anything because they didn’t want to
seem unfashionable. The people who disagreed
didn’t give good reasons for disagreeing with
him, they just brought up something trivial they
didn’t like, such as the tie he was wearing.
It’s a shame I can’t remember which assembly this was, because it was so memorable and
unique.
On a completely unrelated note: this is my
last commentary. It’s been almost four years
since I came to my first Postscript meeting in
September, 2012 and since then, including this
one, I’ve written 21 articles, 20 of which have
been commentaries. I wanted to write something profound about great, universal truths,
but I had a deadline and decided to go with
the humor piece. It’s probably better that way.

cartoon by Nikita Shtarkman ’16
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Modern language students visit sister schools
Baltimore to Beijing
by Sadie Macdonald ’16

Over spring break, I traveled to
China with 12 other Park students.
Xiaomu Hu, our language teacher,
was excited by fact that we could go
to Beijing and plunge into Chinese
language and culture head-on.
Despite meetings beforehand, I
had almost no idea what to expect.
I wondered if my host family would
be a stereotypical Chinese family—
I imagined the proper, strict households I had read about. But when I
arrived, my host family was loving
and playful. They laughed and joked
with each other and with me, and did
everything they could to make me
feel at home.
Our chaperones, history teacher
Jon Acheson and English teacher
Kirk Wulf made a difference in our
trip.
When we were climbing the stairs
up to the Great Wall, I was worried
that I wouldn’t be able to make it, but,
with Jon’s encouragement, I reached
the top. The view was worth it.
When we were staying in the
small village of Cuandixia, outside
of Beijing, I was feeling homesick, so

Kirk found some American chocolate
to cheer me up.
China is both a developed and a
developing country. This means that
there are times when you feel you
are stepping back in time; and, there
are other places, especially in urban
China, where the latest technology is
everywhere.
China as a nation is both very
old and very new. Our sister school
in Beijing has new laboratories, art
studios, and classrooms. It was also
amazing to see and learn about beautiful old temples. In one temple, Fahai, very near the school, there was
a 2,000 year old tree.
Another pleasant surprise was
the incredible food. My favorite
dish was fried dough and tofu soup,
which I had almost every morning for
breakfast. Hayley Miller ’16, another
student on the trip, ate pig brain and
thought it was good.
We loved our sister school. The
students made us feel like celebrities.
Middle School students would run
up to us, screaming, “Big sister! Big
brother!”
We all had an overwhelming feeling that Beijing welcomed us.

photo courtesy Jon Acheson
Thirteen language students spent 10 days in China with teachers Kirk Wulf and Jon Acheson. The
group posed for their photo on a clear day spent touring the Forbidden City in the heart of Beijing.

Students participate in French exchange
by Rebecca Detling-Edsall ’17

photo courtesy Jenny Sorel

Park students studying French had the opportunity to visit
Paris over spring break. French teacher Jenny Sorel and college counselor and history teacher Tina Forbush chaperoned
the trip.

photo courtesy Jenny Sorel

Over spring break, 19 sophomores
and juniors visited Paris as part of the
French Exchange Program. Each of
us stayed with the family of a French
high school student who visited Park
last October.
On the first day, we visited la
Mairie du 16e, the town hall of the
district where we were staying. That
afternoon, we attended classes with
our correspondents; I sat in on a nongraded French review class and a
Spanish class. The next day, we took
a tour of the Musée de l’Armée, the
site of Napoleon’s tomb. After lunch,
we went on a tour of the Mémorial
de la Shoah and walked around in
Marais, the historically Jewish neighborhood of Paris.
We took the Metro to the Louvre
on the third day, and on day four, we
visited the Musée d’Orsay, a more
modern art museum with impressionist and pointillist works. From there,
we walked outside Notre Dame and
went inside La Sainte Chapelle, built
in the 13th century. On Friday, we
went on a last guided tour at the Musée de l’Immigration, which included
personal stories of immigration to
France and art about immigration.
Each Park student spent time
with his or her host family over the
three-day Easter weekend. My hosts
brought me to their house in Normandy and we visited the American Cemetery and Memorial from World War
II. Back in Paris before we left, my
host and I went to the Eiffel Tower,
but we were unable to go all the way
up due to weather conditions

I was initially nervous about the
trip, worried I wouldn’t be able to
communicate or that I would embarrass myself. By the end, I realized
that while communication was a
challenge, everyone I talked to was
understanding. Although cashiers

would often switch into English after the first “Bonjour,” most people
were willing to give me the time to
work out what I wanted to say. The
exchange was an amazing experience
that I would recommend to anyone
with the opportunity.

photo courtesy Jenny Sorel
The Arc de Triomphe looms in the background as students gather for a day spent touring the sights of central Paris. They also
spent time with host families over Easter weekend.
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Students reflect on April immersion week
Immersion Week, a week where
students attend only one class of
their choice, usually occurs every
other year. The week was so popular
last year that students brought it back
early, and hope to make it an annual
event. A total of 26 different activities were offered for four days, April
18 through April 21. Below, students
share their unique experiences.

Bridge
Spencer Levitt ’18
This year, I led the Bridge immersion week activity along with
college counselor Tina Forbush and
former Park English teacher Howard Berkowitz. While most of the
participants played the strategic card
game of bridge for the first time on
Monday morning, everybody finished the week much improved. The
American Contract Bridge League
provided decks of cards, teaching
books, bags, and trophies to participants. We wrapped up the week with
a fun competitive duplicate scoring
tournament. Shout out to Kenya
Boston ‘16 for taking home the first
place trophy! I’d like to thank all of
our participants, especially Tina and
Howard for running the activity.

Figure Drawing
Branch Seidenman ’19
I really enjoyed Immersion Week.
I was put in Figure Drawing, which
was really fun. I also think it helped
me boost my drawing skills— if you
compare my drawings on my first day
to my last, they’re much better now. It
shows how even with just four days,
you can improve your skills. That’s
the power of immersion—when you
focus on something for four days
straight, you’ll gain new skills, and
improve the ones you had.

Reading Sophocles in
Pajamas
Mollie Eisner ’17
Rebecca Margolis ’17, Max Wiggins, and I led “Reading Sophocles
in Pajamas.” We fluctuated between
reading Antigone, baking, and discussing philosophy, gender roles, and
various criticisms of the play. Our
group was open to participating in
both close-readings of the text as well
as grappling with the large and often
difficult themes of the play. Some

highlights were Brigitte Grover ’18’s
spot-on portrayal as King Creon and
the fresh-baked brownie-vanilla ice
cream combination we enjoyed on
the last day.

Inspiration to Writing
Thao Kahn ’17
My activity, Inspiration to Writing, was led by Dakotah Jennifer ‘16,
and English teachers Angela Balcita
and Maria Spiegel. Our time was split
between working on various pieces,
taking walks in the woods, and a trip
to Lexington Market.
The activity was pretty different
from any English class I’ve taken
before. Although we did spend time
working in the same room, we didn’t
workshop any pieces. In addition,
although we had various prompts to
help our writing, we weren’t confined
to writing about those topics. Finally,
I was really able to immerse myself
in writing; I didn’t have to stop what
I was working on because of a class
starting.
During Immersion Week, I wrote
five pieces, and Michaela Hawley ‘18
wrote a small book of poems.

photo courtesy Carla Guarraia

(Above, from left) A. Montgomery ’17 dunks the basketball
alongside S. Stephens ’18 and T. Elewa-Gidado ’18 in an Immersion Week activity called “Basketball/Strength Training.”
The group’s faculty adviser was Carla Guarraia (science).

Latino Immersion
Lizzie Kane ’18
Latino Immersion was both fun
and thought-provoking. We started
off the week with Zumba, a dance
fitness program that incorporates
various Latino dance moves. Later
on in the week, we had a bunch of
speakers who are of Hispanic descent, including Gabriela Villanueva,
a Lower School Spanish teacher, and
José Sánchez, Upper School science
teacher. The conversations we had
with them ranged from talking about
immigration to what their favorite
foods are from their countries. Overall, I learned a lot and had a good
time.

photo courtesy F. Su ’18

(Left to right) I. Miller ’18, E. Ludwig ’18, Y. He, and M. Gheis
’18 make dumplings in “Bite of East.”

photo courtesy Jeff Jennings

Students went “Backpacking in the Dolly Sods” with history
teacher Naadia Owens and science teacher Jeff Jennings.

Master plan: a new blueprint for the future
by Catie Turner ’17
For the past several months, talk
of a “master plan” has been everywhere at Park. Usually, these conversations seem to center on a shinier
cafeteria, or quieter spaces to study.
But what, exactly, is this mysterious
plan? And, how will it affect the community?
Head of School Dan Paradis says
that a master plan is “a blueprint for
how we want to manage and improve
our physical campus. Typically, it’s
a long-term document—it’s really
helping us create a vision for what
we think will serve the school well
for many years to come.”
Park’s master plan has been in
the works for roughly two years. It
has been nearly a decade since the
school has undergone any major
renovations.
“The board and I decided it was

time,” Paradis said. “We needed to invest some time in thinking: how have
classrooms changed? Have our learning environments changed? Are we
anticipating what our teachers might
need and want, and what our students
might need and want, in the future?
Are we preparing for changes?”
Joan Webber, Director of Finance
and Operations, also emphasized the
financial decisions behind the choice
to start work on a master plan. “With
the centennial campaign wrapping
up, we’re in a position where, if a
master plan identifies improvements,
we can start looking at how to fund
these improvements,” she said.
Through all the planning, the
“ethos of Park,” as Betsy Leighton,
Associate Head of School, called it,
is essential. “We’ve worked really
hard to make sure [the architects]
understand how we’re different from
other schools, even other progressive
schools,” Leighton said.

Community input has been integral to the planning process: Bowie
Gridley, the architectural firm working with Park on the master plan,
started out by interviewing several
Park community members. The Master Planning Committee, an advisory
board composed of a wide variety of
Park community members, is giving
continual input on the plan as it is
shaped, as well.
“The Master Planning Committee’s charge is to help the information to flow both ways,” Webber said.
“Bowie Gridley makes an assumption, they bounce it off the committee,
and the committee tells them whether
they’re spot on or not on with their
assumption. It’s been a lot of backand-forth.”
Solving less visible problems, like
WiFi deadzones, energy inefficiency,
traffic flow, and heating and cooling
issues, is one of the focuses of the
developing plan. But bigger-picture

structural plans are also a major part
of the process. “What resonates most
is that we do not have the space to do
the type of programming that we do,”
Webber said. “We make it work, and
we still have the good education we
want to have, but we don’t have the
ideal space for it.”
“We are a fantastic school, and
we want our space here to maximize
learning and enjoyment for all of our
students,” Ellen Hoitsma, a Lower
School teacher and the master planning committee’s Lower School representative, said. “We need a place to
make wonderful, creative messes.”
These large-scale changes might
include everything from completely
altering the cafeteria to expanding the
role of technology in the classroom
at Park. More meeting and project
spaces are also priorities.
“A master plan is a blueprint, not a
schedule; there will be no immediate
changes to Park’s campus,” Leighton

said. But, according to Paradis, the
community can expect to have a more
concrete and public idea of the plan
early next school year.

The schematic of the library, which was completed
in 2006, was part of the last
major building project.
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Katherine Socha: ‘to boldly go...’ to Chile
by Thao Kahn ’17
Katherine Socha has been teaching Upper
School math at Park for the past year and a half.
Socha cares deeply about her students, both
inside and outside of class—on more than one
occasion she has brought us hot chocolate. I sat
down with her to discuss her career before Park,
her least favorite class in high school, and even
what her superpower would be.
How long have you been teaching?
I taught my first class as a graduate student
teaching assistant in 1990.
What’s your favorite irrational number?
Mmm. Leans back in chair. √2/2
What were you doing before you came to
Park?
I was working as Director of Education
Policy at a nonprofit in New York City. The
work supported public high school math and
science teachers. Pauses, nods. So as part of
that work, sometimes I gave advanced math
workshops to high school teachers who were
eager to continue learning more math more
deeply. Sometimes I visited teachers in their
classrooms around New York City and gave
observations about their work, and sometimes
I went to national level education policy conferences and briefings and brought that information back to my organization, so that we could
have an informed opinion on national trends
in education, particularly in math and science
education.
Early this semester you went to Chile. What
were you researching there? How long were
you there?
Laughs. I was in Chile for two weeks. I did
two primary things in Chile: I helped the designer of the robot arm [for a NASA project]
with the scoop, put together a mock-up version, and assembled the working test version for
their trials. Mostly that involved standing still
and holding pieces when my friend said: “Hold
this piece here.” The second thing I did was to

study the mathematical models of how salt is
transported in different ways through surface
and ground soil. Those ways include: by fluids
[water transport] and by vapor transport. And I
did some qualitative study of the formation of
different small-scale geological structures that
seemed to have mathematical patterns to them.
Why did you become a high school math
teacher?
I liked Park. Shrugs. Laughs.
When you were 17, what did you imagine
that you would be doing right now?
Gazes up at ceiling. Puts hand to face. You
know that was a long time ago, right? Speaking to herself: Seventeen. So I would have been
going into my senior year in high school?...I
imagined that I might be coaching tennis or that
I might be working for the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration, because they
are as close as the federal government gets to
having a Starfleet [the fictional organization
from Star Trek]. Or, I imagined I might be a
really bad poet.
What was your least favorite class in high
school?
Oh. ‘Guidance!’ There was this class called
‘Guidance’ and my most annoying high school
assignment came in that class during the first
week. I was at a new high school. The teacher
taught us to read classified advertisements [e.g.
missing persons, rentals, tickets, employment,
etc.] in the newspaper. I did not take notes. At
the end of class, he demanded our notes. He
failed me on my notes because I did not learn
how to read the newspaper. I felt it was unjust.
Shrugs.
If you had a superpower, what would it be
and why?
Sighs. My superpower might be engulfing
people with layers and layers of kindness like
cotton candy so they can’t move. I start laughing. Katherine starts laughing. You’re asking
me on the spot, so I don’t know….yes, I would
engulf supervillains in kindness so they couldn’t
move and hurt anybody.

photo by N. Blau ’18

Math teacher Katherine Socha, about to complete her second year at Park, has
been teaching since 1990.

Residency programs bring engaging, challenging speakers
by Leah Smith ’16
Residency programs—scholar, writer, journalist, and Millhauser Fellows—have been an
integral part of Upper School academic life
for over 35 years. Past US scholars have included Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia
and investigative journalist Seymour Hersh.
This year, the school welcomed journalist TaNehisi Coates.
A separate children’s author program for
Lower School began in 1984. The LS regularly
hosts Newbery and Caldecott Medal winners.
Invitees have included Park alumni, nationally known figures, and newcomers to their
fields. Each visitor is selected by a committee
of teachers, administrators, and other members
of the school community.
The process starts with a meeting of each
respective group, who weigh various factors
in coming up with a preliminary list of possibilities.
The membership of the Weinberg Resident
Journalist committee was named by former Upper School Principal Mike McGill, although it
has since changed some. “Everybody seems to
have a name or two of someone they’re inter-

ested in,” history teacher and committee member Peter Warren said. “Then it’s a matter of:
are they available? Do we have a connection?
What would they bring to us? And very, very
importantly: do they know how to speak to our
audience?”
All teachers in the English department help
select the Peter Baida ‘68 Writer-in-Residence.
“We look broadly,” English teacher Patti Porcarelli said. “We want someone who is doing
something notable—publishing a first novel,
writing about a topic that is timely or new, accomplished with a form—and perhaps has an
intriguing personal story to tell.”
The Resident Scholar, sponsored by the Parents’ Association, is chosen by a committee of
one member of each department, Dave Tracey,
and US Principal Nancy Dickson. “We meet
as a group in the spring and throw out ideas of
people we might invite, keeping in mind gender
and ethnicity to try to ensure a diverse group
of scholars over any four-year period,” French
teacher Jenny Sorel said.
The library has been responsible for the Gordon Berman Lower School Resident Author
program since its inception. “We’ve had some
dynamite authors,” librarian Laura Schlitz
said. “We’ve been lucky enough to host Jerry
Pinkney, Mo Willems, Mordicai Gerstein, and

Jean Craighead George. It’s exciting to have
famous names, of course, but we’ve also had
less well-known authors whose work we admire,” she said.
Diversity of all sorts is a priority for several
committees. “As we suggest people we take
into consideration area of journalism: TV, print,
radio, etc. We try to keep it varied. If we just
had a print person, we might shift our focus to
radio, for example,” Warren said.
Over the years, the school has hosted numerous famous speakers. In addition to Scalia,
Hersh, and Coates, Resident Scholars have included: AIDS researcher Robert Gallo, Conductors Michael Tilson Thomas and David
Zinman, author Taylor Branch, poet Lucille
Clifton, and Pianist Leon Fleischer. Former
New York Times drama critic Frank Rich, and
White House Press Secretary Dee Dee Myers
were Resident Journalists.
“There’s always a bit of consideration about
prestige and publicity, but really not much. We
don’t select a ‘big’ name if that person does
not satisfy the more important criteria,” Warren said.
While there was some furor over this year’s
Resident Scholar Dr. Carl Hart, a professor of
psychology and psychiatry at Columbia University whose research-based findings on drug

abuse and drug addiction caused confusion
among some lower classmen, it’s safe to say
that the committees responsible for selecting
visiting scholars will continue the careful work
they’ve been entrusted with in bringing engaging and challenging speakers to the school.

Helene Cooper, former White House
Correspondent and the current Pentagon Correspondent for the New
York Times, was the Weinberg Resident Journalist in 2011.
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(Above, left to right) Sir Andrew
Aguecheek (M. Fishman ’17), Sir Toby
Belch (C. Moore ’17), and Feste (C.
Peyton ’17) make fun of Malvolio.
(Left) Viola (D. Bieler ’16), center,
struggles to explain her circumstance to love interest Count Orsino
(C. Simon ’16), right, and Olivia (C.
Knobloch ’16).

photo courtesy Jason Lee

Spring production of Twelfth Night
features incandescent performances
by Catie Turner ’17
The spring production is always an exciting
event: it showcases the talents of Park’s experienced student performers with challenging
work, such as Shakespeare’s plays. This year’s
Twelfth Night, directed by Upper School theater
teacher Peter King, was no exception.
Twelfth Night is a Shakespearean comedy
that takes up many of the hallmarks of the genre:
crossdressing, mistaken identity, labyrinthian
plot, and gorgeous, often difficult language.
Park’s production was fresh and accessible.
One of the central questions in performing
Twelfth Night is how to balance the goofiness
of the play with its emotional core.
The story is centered around stunts one
would expect from a sitcom with, say, a dog as
a co-protagonist; nevertheless, it’s also asking
questions and accessing human feelings: Can
we mask ourselves while still, essentially, being
ourselves? What is love, why do we love, and
how do we love?
In Park’s production, actors balanced comedy and emotional seriousness, presenting a
story both hilarious and deeply moving.

Dani Bieler ’16 portrayed Viola, Twelfth
Night’s shipwrecked heroine. Over the course
of the play, Viola goes through trials ranging
from losing her twin brother, crossdressing to
work for a count, falling in love with said count
while still appearing to be a man, and becoming
the object of a noblewoman’s adoration.
These events range from emotionally significant to patently ridiculous. But Bieler inhabited the raw feelings of her character while
also bringing the comedy of her role to life.
Max Bachvaroff ’17’s Sebastian, the lost
brother of Viola, goes through a similar journey
over the course of the play (minus the crossdressing); he, too, brought grief, love, and comedy to the play in equal measure.
Count Orsino (Cole Simon ’16) and Olivia
(Campbell Knobloch ’16), the love interests of
Viola and Sebastian, respectively, were both
hilarious and absolutely believable in their romantic foibles and triumphs.
More straightforward comic roles were
also brought to life beautifully. Clare Peyton
’17 played Feste, Olivia’s household clown.
Together with Olivia’s uncle, Sir Toby Belch
(Connor Moore ’17), his companion Sir Andrew Aguecheek (Mike Fishman ’17), and Ol-

ivia’s lady-in-waiting Maria (Mary Kelly ’17),
Feste added another layer of romantic drama
and confusion to the play: the group forged letters from Olivia to her curmudgeonly servant
Malvolio (Nate Peterson ’17). Malvolio’s reactions to these letters produced some of the funniest moments of the play—Peterson gleefully
inhabited the stilted, ridiculous Malvolio as he
attempted to seduce Olivia.
Sir Toby’s revelling, Feste’s wit, Sir Andrew’s pathetic idiocy, and Maria’s (for lack
of a better word) extreme sass, also elicited
uproarious laughter from the audience, doing
true justice to the spirit of the play.
Twelfth Night was also invigorated by a
1920s set and costume scheme, complete with a
fountain, hats galore, and a creaky phonograph.
Peyton, Moore, and Fishman’s singing, both
together and apart, was one of the highlights
of the play.
Shakespeare is known for his timelessness
because when dedicated performers bring his
work to life, it still connects deeply with audiences, even 400 years after its playwright’s
death. Through incandescent performance and
staging, this production brought that connection to Park.

photo courtesy Jason Lee

Olivia (C. Knobloch) mourns the
death of her brother.

Gitter and Miller film movie for senior project
by Dasha Khristich ’19
Seniors Ruby Miller and Leanna Gitter have
just begun to work on their senior project, a
movie titled “How to Say Goodbye in English.”
The movie is centered around high school students and the problems they encounter.
“We had the idea for an unconventional
project before we had the idea for the movie,”
Miller said. “And we’ve never worked together
creatively even though we’re very close.”
The movie is going to follow high school
students throughout the course of a day. There

are several main characters, whose stories all
intertwine and overlap. “We’re trying to have a
non-romanticized version of what high schoolers are actually going through,” Gitter said.
Now that the movie is cast, and the script has
been sent out to the actors, discussion surrounds
the project. After Miller and Gitter sent out an
email to the Upper School encouraging students
to audition, many tried out. “I wanted to try out
because some of my friends were doing it and
[it] seemed like a cool way to get involved with
Park’s creative community,” Ben Polyakov ’19
said. He plays Rowan, a character who experiences a potentially life-changing incident. “First

they started out with casual auditions, where we
just tried out in the hallways. Then, there were
callbacks, and they put several people in a scene
together,” Polyakov said.
Another character in the film is Megan,
played by Mahey Gheis ’18. “Every time we
came in, they had scenes from the movie, and
everyone tried out several characters, which
was good because then they could see which
actor would fit each character,” Gheis said.
“We finished writing after we finished casting, so we knew who the characters were… We
actually wrote based off of who was playing the
role,” Gitter said.

“When they sent out the email, I remembered working with Ruby in the Film Studio
class, and I liked her style,” Gheis said. “I also
knew Leanna from my soccer team. They’re
both really cool, and I wanted to see what they
would make together,” she said. “I’m excited
to start filming!”
The project will showcase both the visual
and theatrical talents of Upper School students.
“The movie’s not really a theatrical arts piece,
or a visual arts piece. There’s a little bit of dialogue, and a lot of beautiful shots,” Gitter said.
You can follow @howtosaygoodbyeinenglish on Instagram for updates on the film.
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Seniors finish course with art show
by Ian
Greenberg ’19
Dedicated senior artists participate
in a year-long art class titled Senior
Studio, where students get the opportunity to develop an extensive body
of work. In the spring, students in the
class show their work in the Richman
Gallery.
Gillian Branam presented her
work called “Feathers,” which features a set of two-dimensional pieces
with various colors with sketches of
feathers in the center. “We never really think about doing anything special with colors, so creating this art
piece was my way of putting color
into my life,” Branam said.
The senior art show also displayed
some sculptures named Insight, The
Double Exposure Series, and The Still
Light Series, created by Sadie McDonald. “I had to go back and revise
the art many times until they were
finally finished products,” she said.
The Still Light Series showed drawings and paintings of various objects
that have light. For example, one of
the pieces in the Still Light Series
contained a painting of a lamp with
light streaming from it. “The process
of creating art for the show was very
calming, and fun,” McDonald said.

Another interesting display was
photographic art created by Thomas
Mountain. These photographs contain
shots of different people, in different
shades and locations. “My show and
my art tends to revolve around human
emotion. When taking someone’s
portrait, seeing the way they respond
to the camera is always interesting,”
Mountain said.
While creating his or her project, each senior received help from
Carolyn Sutton, who teaches Senior
Studio. “Our goal in these classes is
to help every student to find their individual voice as an artist and to learn
how to talk about their art in relation
to the rest of the art world,” Sutton
said. “A big part of that is helping
students find a particular interest or
passion and discover ways to explore

that completely.” she said.
One example of a student who
created art that derives from an interest in certain subjects is Graham
Rubin ’16. “One of my two pieces
is about my distaste for political art.
Throughout the creation of my project, I learned that my work is actually political, which helped change
my perspective on this type of art,”
Rubin said.
Seeing such a diverse collection
of photographic and experimental
art created by the seniors is amazing, and each exhibit is beautiful in
its own way. Sutton, and all of the
seniors who participated in the Senior
Studio class did a great job creating
such an entertaining, impressive, and
thought provoking art show this year.

photo by N. Blau
Browsers stroll the Senior Shows exhibit in the Richman Gallery,
which ran from April 4 to 14.

What’s up with Finstagrams?
by Graham
Rubin ’16
“Finsta.” You may have heard this
term floating around the halls and on
the message boards, and may be wondering, “what is a ‘finsta?’” In short,
it’s a fake Instagram account. Let’s
take a deeper look.
Instagram is a photo sharing plat-

form. It is comprised of all of the
worst features of Facebook, including, but not limited to, awful memes,
crippling anxiety about missing out,
and minions--a whole lot of minions. “Finstagrams,” or “Finstas,”
for short, throw all of that out the
window because they only include
photos from people you care about,
not the people you only kind-of care
about (those you don’t feel bad about
not adding them as friends). Finstas

cartoon by Tyrese Duncan-Moore ’18

allow you to only follow the people
you want to follow. Ain’t that great?
Not only is Finsta all about getting
your favorite posts, but you also get
a certain kind of freedom. Because
only the coolest people make your
Finsta’s cut, you have much more
freedom with what you post since
they’re the only ones who’ll see it!
Well them, and anyone sitting next
to them. That’s what I call #winning!
Let’s bring it back. So what’s Finstagram? It’s a trend in Instagram users to create fake Instagram accounts
so they have more freedom with what
they post. So what caused this crazy
trend? I have two theories.
The first is that finsta is just the
latest, obscure, supposedly cool thing
to do; its coolness stems from the exclusiveness of following someone’s
finsta. But it may just be another
trend that dies out by the end of the
year, only to be replaced by the next
big “breakthrough” in social media.
Honestly, this article probably is the
harbinger of its eventual end.
My other theory is that the rise
of finsta’s is a rebellion on part of
today’s high school age youth. It’s
a rebellion against a world where
honesty (being real) and privacy are
near non-existent. A finsta account
provides a platform for people to express themselves honestly (opposite
of Facebook), without fear of judgment. Its rise shows people’s indomitable desire for open expression in the
face of an online world where they
may be no such thing.

worth watching
Master of None
Master of None is a comedydrama show exclusive to Netflix,
co-written and starring former
Parks and Recreations actor Aziz
Ansari and writer Alan Yang. The
show currently has one season,
comprised of ten episodes, but has
been renewed for a second season
to stream sometime in 2017. The
show centers on Ansari’s character,
Dev Shah, a 30-year-old Indian actor in New York City as he makes
decisions about his work choices
and social life.
Master of None is a show about
race – specifically about what it
means to be Asian-American in the
U.S. – but that doesn’t mean that the
show exclusively deals with issues
of race. Dev’s actions are realistically cringeworthy; it isn’t hard to
imagine someone acting the way
Dev does – we’ve all done similar
things at one point or another. We
watch as Dev makes the choice to
invite two different girls to come
with him to a concert (while only
having two tickets for the concert);
we watch him get frustrated by his
father’s inability to use an iPad;
and we watch him refuse to accept
a role because it requires a stereotypical Indian accent.
My favorite episode, “Parents,”
involves Dev, Dev’s parents, Yang’s
character Brian Cheng, and Bri-

an’s parents. Besides the fact that
the parents are played by Ansari’s
and Yang’s real parents, we get to
see and hear the experiences of
first-and-second-generation AsianAmericans. We hear about the hardships that many Asian immigrants
experience when coming to this
country, and how their children
(who might not even know about
what life was like for their parents
before they immigrated to the U.S.)
understand and respond to those
hardships.
Overall, the show is very funny
and realistic. There was never a moment when I didn’t feel on board
with what was happening in an episode, and I can’t wait to watch the
second season.
--Thao Kahn ’17

The Mindy Project

For the first three seasons, The
Mindy Project was pretty good. I’d
tune in occasionally to watch the
misadventures of Dr. Mindy Lahiri
(played by Mindy Kaling, who also
created the show), an OBGYN navigating life in New York City.
Kaling wrote in her book that
The Mindy Project “is most inspired
by Pride and Prejudice.” In its first
seasons, the show featured characteristics of Jane Austen’s novel—including bickering coworkers-turnedlovers Mindy and Danny Castellano
(played by Chris Messina).
In the season three finale, Mindy
discovers that she is pregnant with
Danny’s baby. The two are in love,
but problems arise; Mindy wants to
get engaged, Danny doesn’t.
Fox announced that it was canceling the show after the third season, so I thought this was the last
time I would see my modern-day
Elizabeth and Darcy—and I was
okay with that. But, a few weeks
later, Hulu announced that it would
pick it up. I wasn’t holding my
breath.

I stumbled upon the show on
Hulu months later. The fourth
season was a remarkable improvement—it maintained the show’s
original charm, but strayed from
romantic comedy fluff by becoming grounded in reality. A pivotal
theme in the fourth season is that
Danny wants Mindy to quit her job
to stay home with the baby. Mindy
tries, but realizes that she enjoys
her work too much.
A tangible division forms between Mindy and Danny, and by
the episode titled “When Mindy
Met Danny,” a reference to Nora
Ephron’s screenplay, it’s clear that
the show won’t have Austen’s happy ending. Mindy, upset about a
fight with Danny, can’t sleep. She
grabs a tape measurer and goes to
her old apartment, measuring her
closet to see if a baby crib can fit
in it. It can. She removes the “For
Sale” sign from her window.
This episode was not only refreshing for The Mindy Project,
but for TV in general. It dealt with
double standards that women face
today—problems Elizabeth Bennett didn’t have. The partnership
between Mindy Kaling and Hulu
enlivened The Mindy Project and
opened it up to a world of social
commentary and complex charac--Mollie Eisner ’17
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Bats propel Varsity Baseball to victories
by Bennett Demsky ’18

photo courtesy Brian Kaplan

Right-handed junior D. Lowe pitches in an 8-5 Bruins victory over Frederick
Douglass High School on March 26 at Sugar Campus. Park will conclude its
regular season at home against Friends on May 10.

Park’s Boys’ Varsity Baseball team is having
a hot and cold season. The Bruins have scored
14 or more runs in each of their four wins, but
they’ve also accumulated 6 losses. They sit
tied for sixth place in the MIAA B Conference
standings. “The season has been pretty up and
down so far,” junior captain Zach Charles said.
The team is led by first year head coach
Andy Scott, who works in Park’s Communications Office, and a new group of young assistant
coaches. “[Coach Scott] knows how to motivate
us and keep us moving forward,” senior captain
Harry Russel said.
Russel also noted that Scott is “serious when
he should be,” but also very approachable.
The team does need to work on several
things. “We're prone to defensive errors, and
we're not very deep at the pitcher position,”
Charles said.
The Bruins’ pitching made improvements
since the start of the season, with starters
Charles, Stefan Babij ’18, and the team’s third
captain Devin Lowe ’17 leading the way.
Park does have some hot bats, including
sophomore Daniel Cody, who heated up after
moving to the leadoff spot. He is hitting .423
on the year. Charles, who has a .531 average,
has helped propel the team to several wins with
his bat. He also leads the team in runs batted in,

with 23. Lowe, Spencer Levitt ’18, and Ryan
Gilbert ’18 have all been steady contributors
at the plate.
Though they’ve had a few rough losses, the
Bruins have won some key games, too. The
team’s first two victories came at Mt. Carmel
and Friends on April 8 and 15, respectively.
Another win was at home on April 26, when the
team beat Pallotti 20-10 after an 11 run explosion in the second inning.
The most exciting victory came in extra innings at second-place Severn on April 21. The
Bruins took a commanding lead after a back and
forth first few innings, but the Admirals came
back to tie it, 13-13 in the sixth, before Charles
and Levitt delivered RBIs in the eighth. With
1.2 innings pitched, Levitt got the win. The final
score was 16-14. “While the buildup was exciting, actually putting the pieces together and
winning it in extras was a feeling that can’t be
beat,” Russel said.
After losing six starters from last year, this
team is steadily improving. “The guys have
come a long way from where we were at the
start of the season,” Scott said. “It’s allowed us
to stay in games that we were out of earlier in
the year, and we’ve been able to win a couple
of tough games as a result.”
The Baseball Bruins played Mt. Carmel
again on May 2 and Glenelg on May 3. They
will face Annapolis Area Christian School on
May 5, looking to avenge a loss in early April.

‘The guys have come a long way from where we
were at the start of the season. It’s allowed us to stay
in games that we were out of earlier in the year, and
we’ve been able to win a couple of tough games as a
result.
-Coach Andy Scott

Young Boys’
Varsity Lacrosse aiming for Tennis team
playoff berth in B Conference strives for
improvement

photo courtesy Meg Zerhusen
Hank Zerhusen ’16 winds up to shoot during a home game on Kelly Field.

by Jack Sheehy ’17

Park’s Boys’ Varsity Lacrosse team has had
a solid start to its MIAA B Conference schedule
with a conference record of 2-3. The fifth-place
Bruins defeated Gerstell Academy 6-5 on April
12, thanks to a goal from junior Bennett Abrams
with less than a minute left.
On April 21, the team beat St. John’s Catholic Prep 11-4. The three conference losses came
against Glenelg Country in a close 12-10 game
on April 19, against John Carroll in a lopsided
14-5 contest on April 26, and against Archbishop Curley 9-7 on April 29.
On the field, the team is led by a core group
of experienced players, including senior captains Eli Friedman and Jordan Abel. Friedman
praised Steven Villacorta ’17 for his work on
faceoffs and goalie Sam Cordish ’17, who “has
been lights out.”
Josh Davey, the Bruins’ first-year head
coach, has also provided leadership that has
been crucial to the team’s success. “We love
Coach Davey,” Friedman said. “The team responds well to him and he always brings energy
and passion which the whole team reflects.”

The Bruins have been plagued by injuries,
particularly on the defense. Senior Jason Sangiamo and juniors Gabe Semenza and Ethan
Greenberg all have been sidelined for all or
part of the season. Younger players, including
freshman goalie Will Tucker, who had no prior
experience playing defense, have had to fill the
voids.
“There were a lot of questions going into the
season about defense, since we lost our entire
starting defense from last year,” Cordish said.
“But overall I think we’ve exceeded people’s
expectations on that side of the field.”
This team’s strong suit is its offense, which
is centered on Friedman. Abel and Hank Zerhusen ’16 are also key goal-scoring contributors. Cordish and Greenberg noted that Abel has
really stepped up into a scoring role this year.
The Bruins are also a close unit. “I think
our team is just full of guys who are friends off
the field, and that shows in the way we play,”
Friedman said.
Many players also appreciate the benefits
of playing on a team with members from every
grade.
“Everybody has something to teach someone else,” Greenberg added.

by Bennett Demsky ’18
With a 2-2 conference record, Boys’ Varsity
Tennis is off to a lukewarm start this season.
While the record doesn’t seem like much, the
Bruins have a competent young squad that
should only improve as time progresses.
The squad is led by captains Aaron Pomerantz ’16 and Ross Greenberg ’16, the team’s
only seniors, and it has an influx of young talent that will keep Park tennis competitive for
quite a while.
“Luke Morrill is probably the best freshman
on the team, and Zach Sirody [’19], despite his
youth, has a splendid first serve,” Eli Asdourian
’18, said. Asdourian plays first singles.
One bright spot this year has been the performance of the doubles teams. “Our two doubles
teams have been much more competitive this
year. They’ve been getting sets very close, and
hopefully in the latter half of the season they
can pull up and help the singles,” Asdourian
said.

Second doubles is played by Morrill and
Sirody, and first doubles is played by Pomerantz and Max Shockett ’16. “They do a great
job coordinating on the court,” Asdourian said.
The team has excellent chemistry.
“Everyone gets along well,” Asdourian said.
“We’re a small team, so we get to know each
other really well, and there’s no division between the seniors and the freshmen. The team
works together, and we try to improve each
other.”
While there will be a tournament for individuals after the season ends, the Bruins hope
to make the postseason team tournament, and
they need to finish in the top six spots in the
MIAA B Conference to do so.
The team currently sits in fifth with a 2-2
conference record, having defeated John Carroll and Glenelg.
“We definitely have a ways to go before we
become a great tennis team, but we’re going to
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Girls’ Lax looks strong heading into playoffs
by Will Tucker ’19
and Jack Sheehy ’17
After falling to Glenelg Country in an IAAM
B Conference semifinal game last season, the
Girls’ Varsity Lacrosse team is in the midst of
a rebuilding year. The loss of four-year starting
goalie Lexi Kuntz ’15 and nine other seniors has
changed the team’s on-field dynamic. “We are
more balanced talent-wise from our offense to
our defense this year,” Emily Berner ’16 said.
New leaders have stepped up this year to
cultivate an optimistic team environment, Senior captains Berner, Aerin Abrams, and Daisy
Olschansky are working to make the group
closer, too. “The seniors have been great role
models for me,” Sydney Lowe ’19 said. “They
have always included me and made me feel
completely welcome.”
There have also been changes to the coaching staff this year. Former JV coaches Kara
Hickok ’95 and Amy Millin both made the
transition to Varsity.
The team so far is 7-5 in conference, but
a handful of the Bruins’ losses were close. On
April 4 the team fell to Mercy 14-13 in sudden
death. Later that week, Park lost to Institute of
Notre Dame (IND) 12-11 amid a controversy
surrounding a call in the final seconds. “We
have found that in order to win against teams
like IND and Mercy is to want it badly throughout the entire game,” Olschansky said.
She was correct, as the Bruins avenged
their loss to IND on April 27, 12-11. The team
was prepared for another battle and had high
expectations for the match. The heated fight
started off with four unanswered goals for the
Penguins, and Park could not seem to find its
niche. But, the team dug deep and closed the
gap, tying the game 11-11 with nearly six min-

Uniforms are
more than just
aesthetic
by Jack Sheehy ’17
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E. Berner ’16 looks to pass to S. Lowe ‘19 as the Bruins transition the ball
down field against Friends April 29. Park won 13-12.
utes left to play. Both teams fought extremely Abrams, and juniors Brooke Cunningham and
hard, and Park played with a passion that had Eliana Sakin. An injury to Sakin, though, has
not appeared thus far. While some shots were forced the group to make adjustments.
Boston anchors a young goal-producing
fired, no one managed to score, sending the
game into the Bruins’ second sudden death of midfield that has been steadily improving its
the season. Sophomore Kenya Boston delivered work on draws. Berner also noted the importance of the young midfield, which also includes
the winning goal for Park in overtime.
The squad’s other six victories came against Lowe and Leah Genth ’18.
After defeating Friends 13-12 on April
Indian Creek (twice), St. John’s Catholic Prep,
Seton Keough (twice), and Friends. Despite 29, the team headed into the final week of the
the losing record, these victories have inspired regular season riding a six-game win streak.
confidence in the team. “We see ourselves going They played St. John’s on May 2 and Glenelg
on May 4.
deep into the playoffs,” Berner said.
The Bruins will rely on their chemistry on
The girls’ team has historically been successful in the playoffs, winning the champion- the field for the remainder of the season and the
postseason. “Unlike a lot of teams, we don’t
ship twice in recent history.
After Kuntz’s graduation, two new goal- have one or two superstar players who do the
ies, Elise Lyght ’17 and Joi Haskins ’18, have majority of the work,” Cunningham said. “Each
trained hard to fill the position. The defense player offers something valuable to the team
has been solid so far this year, led by Berner, and when we compete it is truly a team effort.”

Softball program improving with young talent
by Zach Stern ’19
Coach Richard Schneider was hired in 2014
to revive the Girls’ Softball program. However,
the team struggled in its 2014 season. Half the
team had never played before, and without an
experienced pitcher or catcher, the Bruins finished second to last in the conference. They
lost in the first round of the playoffs by a score
of 20-2.
With the addition of some talented underclassmen last season, the team improved greatly, finishing just under .500 and even winning a
playoff game. This year’s squad hopes to build
on last year’s success and continue to build up
the program.
“My goals for this year’s team are that we
continue to show our dedication to each other,
and that we come out strong every time we take
the field.” co-captain Jordin Sirody ’16 said.
This year’s optimism about the season appears warranted, especially given the improvement that the team has shown. “Over the past
three years our playing has vastly improved and
have continued to have a strong team dynamic,”
co-captain Morgan Soudry ’16 said.
Building off of the last two seasons, the team
believes it can finish this year with a winning record. “Since [2014], we’ve grown a tremendous
amount both as individuals and as a team, and
we know we stand a chance of being competitive in our conference,” Sirody said.
Park has an interesting history in Girls’ Soft-

Jack in the
Box

ball. After losing out to Bryn Mawr in the 2010
IAAM C Conference Championship, Girls’ Varsity Softball looked ahead to the possibilities for
their next season. Led by rising seniors Drew
Tildon ’11 and Kalyx Solomon ’11, a third
consecutive conference championship appearance and a second title in that period seemed
more than possible. Unfortunately, Tildon and
Solomon never got the opportunity to avenge
their championship loss; both of their softball
careers at Park were cut short when the softball
program was abruptly shut down due to a lack
of participation.
Three years later, when Richard Schneider
was hired as head coach of Girls’ Varsity Softball, the goal was to build a grassroots program
that could eventually replicate the success of the
previous era of Park Softball.
This season’s team is complete with several
young players with radically different skill sets,
but they are a close group. Eight of the mere 13
players are freshmen or sophomores, leading to
a great focus on building a program that can be
competitive in future years. “We have been very
fortunate to have players who have committed
themselves to improving their skills and have
been able to make meaningful contributions to
the team,” Schneider said.
“It’s exciting that we have a lot of new
players that are really improving a lot,” starting pitcher Montana Love ’18 said. “There are
players that had never thrown a softball before
and now they’ve gotten much better.”
With the season officially having started on

March 31, the Bruins are 2-4 and remain optimistic about the rest of the season. “The goals
for this season are the same as they are for every
season: everyone should play as hard as they
can, work as hard as they can, and support each
other no matter what,” Soudry said.
The team currently sits in sixth place, having
defeated Oldfields 26-2 on April 5 and Friends
in a 16-11 contest on April 19. Park also fell
9-8 to St. Vincent Pallotti to open the season
on March 31. The Bruins will conclude their
conference schedule with games against Beth
Tfiloh and St. Timothy’s on May 3 and 4, respectively.
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Sophomore L. Kane pitches against
Cristo Rey. She also threw a perfect
game on April 21 vs. Green Street
Academy.

In 2011, Under Armour and
the University of Maryland
unveiled the bold ‘Maryland Pride’ uniforms that the
Terrapins’ football team
wore for several games
that year. The jerseys
and helmets, which
were brightly colored with the Maryland state
flag, caused a stir.
Under Armour CEO Kevin Plank noted that
nearly everyone who saw the new uniforms
had a strong reaction—some good, some bad.
As quoted in an ESPN article that refers to the
jerseys as “brilliantly ugly,” he said that his
company’s job was to “start a conversation.”
The uniforms, in some ways, redefined Maryland football, which became known as the team
with the crazy jerseys.
Other teams are easily associated with their
uniforms, too. University of Oregon’s electric
yellow Nike jerseys. The Yankees and their
iconic white and blue pinstripes. Fans know
and care when their teams wear certain alternate
jerseys and when they get new uniforms. Millions of dollars in revenue are generated every
year by jersey sales.
Uniforms and their place in the sports world
may seem simply aesthetic. Here at Park we
aren’t traditionally concerned with how we look
in the way that many other institutions are. We
don’t have a school uniform or a dress code;
students can wear nearly anything to school.
For some, that lack of attention to appearance
may be a source of pride.
But on the field and on the court, appearance
matters. Uniforms aren’t simply trivial.
Two years ago, the Park squash team, of
which I was a member, did not have uniforms
for all but our last two matches. We showed up
to our matches each wearing different shirts and
shorts, many of which didn’t even have a Park
logo. We didn’t look like a real team, and, at
times, we didn’t act like one either.
Our opponents took us less seriously, and so
did we. While this was due in part to our lack
of talent on the court, the fact that we didn’t
have uniforms was sort of self-fulfilling—it
reinforced the self-perception that we weren’t
very good. This, in turn, suppressed our drive
to win.
Most Park athletes value wearing uniforms
that represent the school and their specific
teams. Some teams even wear the same thing
(e.g. shirts and ties) to school on game-days.
Uniforms, and uniformity, bring about team
bonding and team pride, both of which are key
to winning games and having strong seasons.
Individuality is a core value at Park, emphasized in many facets of school life. But
on our sports teams, uniformity should take
precedence. As is often said: there is no “I”
in “TEAM.”

